All The World Will Be Jealous Of Me

Lyric by
AL' DUBIN

Music by
ERNEST R. BALL

Moderately with expression

I was jealous and hurt When your lips kissed a rose, Or your
Let's suppose that the lips I found kissing a rose Were to
eyes from my own chanced to stray; I have tried all in vain Many-
tell me to look in your eyes, If I'd find there a light that for
times to propose, Now at last I've found courage to say:

REFRAIN Tenderness
The roses all envy the bloom on your cheek, And the sun even
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ANOTHER IRISH GEM
You Brought Ireland Right Over To Me
REFRAIN Tenderness
Sure the light in your eyes, Is the blue of the skies, On your cheeks bloom the wild Irish rose,
Sung everywhere, played everywhere
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My Sunshine Jane

REFRAIN Tenderly

My sunshine Jane bring back again Those dear old golden days that used to be Down Loeser's lane,
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